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ABSTRACT Structural barriers to wave propagation in cardiac tissue are associated with a decreased threshold for repo-
larization alternans both experimentally and clinically. Using computer simulations, we investigated the effects of a structural
barrier on the onset of spatially concordant and discordant alternans. We used two-dimensional tissue geometry with hetero-
geneity in selected potassium conductances to mimic known apex-base gradients. Although we found that the actual onset of
alternans was similar with and without the structural barrier, the increase in alternans magnitude with faster pacing was steeper
with the barrier—giving the appearance of an earlier alternans onset in its presence. This is consistent with both experimental
structural barrier ﬁndings and the clinical observation of T-wave alternans occurring at slower pacing rates in patients with
structural heart disease. In ionically homogeneous tissue, discordant alternans induced by the presence of the structural barrier
arose at intermediate pacing rates due to a source-sink mismatch behind the barrier. In heterogeneous tissue, discordant
alternans occurred during fast pacing due to a barrier-induced decoupling of tissue with different restitution properties. Our
results demonstrate a causal relationship between the presence of a structural barrier and increased alternans magnitude and
action potential duration dispersion, which may contribute to why patients with structural heart disease are at higher risk for
ventricular tachyarrhythmias.
INTRODUCTION
When paced at a rapid rate, cardiac cells typically exhibit
repolarization alternans, where successive action potentials
alternate between having long and short duration. In tissue,
wheremany cells are coupled together, such cellular alternans
may occur in different spatial patterns. One type of pattern is
spatially concordant alternans, where the tissue everywhere
exhibits the long action potential on one beat and everywhere
the short action potential on the next beat. A second type of
pattern is spatially discordant alternans, where (at least) one
region is out of phase and exhibits a long action potential
when another region exhibits a short action potential.
Alternans can induce gradients of repolarization across the
heart, particularly during spatially discordant alternans. Repo-
larization gradients, in turn, are a known substrate for cardiac
arrhythmias (1–5). One way in which an arrhythmia may be
initiated is through unidirectional block, which can occur
when a long action potential has left the tissue in one region
with too little recovery time for the next wave to propagate,
whereas a neighboring region, having had an action potential
of shorter duration, allows for propagation of the wave.
Evidence of causality between repolarization alternans and
the onset of arrhythmias has been demonstrated in experi-
ments (6–11) and in computer simulations (10,12,13).
Action potential alternans is manifest on the surface
electrocardiogram (ECG) as T-wave alternans (TWA). In pa-
tients with structural heart disease, alternans occurs at slower
pacing rates than in healthy people (14–18). This indicates
a potential problem for these patients, since the occurrence
of TWA at relatively slow rates is a predictor of ventricular
tachyarrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (17,19–23), pos-
sibly due to the mechanistic link described above.
It has been hypothesized that the decreased TWA thresh-
old in patients with structural heart disease is due to the
presence of structural barriers (e.g., ﬁbrosis or scar tissue due
to a prior myocardial infarction (‘‘heart attack’’)), which
impede propagation of the action potential across the heart.
Indeed, in vitro studies have shown that the presence of
a structural barrier reduces the threshold for discordant
alternans (7). The proposed mechanism for this threshold
reduction is a decoupling by the barrier of regions of tissue
with different intrinsic ionic properties, regions that exist as
part of the apex-base heterogeneity across the epicardium (7).
However, the exact mechanism of this decoupling is not known.
The duration of the action potential is strongly dependent
on the duration of the recovery period (the diastolic interval
(DI)) before the action potential, in that the action potential
tends to shorten when the diastolic interval shortens. This
property is known as action potential duration (APD) restitution.
A similar relationship is characteristic of the conduction
velocity (CV) of a propagating wave; this is known as CV
restitution.
Previous modeling studies have shown how discordant
alternans may arise during constant pacing in homogeneous
tissue due to APD restitution and CV restitution (13,24).
However, several experimental studies have indicated that
spatial heterogeneity may promote discordant alternans (6,8,
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9,11,25). Indeed, it is well known that electrophysiological
properties are not homogeneous throughout the ventricles.
There are intrinsic differences in ionic properties (e.g., ion-
channel densities) in isolated cells or tissue slices from
different regions of the ventricles, e.g., across the ventricular
wall, between the apex and the base, between the left and the
right ventricle, and between the posterior and the septal walls
of the left ventricle (26).
In this study we investigate the effects of the presence of a
structural barrier on the onset of alternans in tissue with and
without intrinsic ionic heterogeneity, simulating the apex-
to-base gradient in expression levels of certain potassium
channels. A simulation study is particularlywell suited to inves-
tigate the effects of ionic heterogeneity in the mechanism of
discordant alternans, since one cannot straightforwardly elim-
inate it experimentally. In particular, using modeling, we ad-
dress the hypothesis that the threshold for discordant alternans
is reduced in the presence of a structural barrier and that this
is due to decoupling of intrinsically heterogeneous tissue.
Furthermore, we quantify the effects of the structural barrier
on the repolarization gradient and discuss how our ﬁndings
may contribute to explaining the increased risk of arrhythmias
in patients with a prior myocardial infarction.
METHODS
Mathematical model
Recent experimental studies have indicated that alternans is caused by
instabilities in intracellular Ca21 handling (27–32). We have therefore used
the combined Shiferaw et al. and Fox et al. (the Shiferaw-Fox) model,
presented in Shiferaw et al. (33), for our simulations. This model includes
the ionic membrane currents of Fox et al. (34), plus a comprehensive
intracellular Ca21 handling system (35), which can become unstable during
fast pacing. Parameters that were varied in previous studies (33,35) were
ﬁxed here at u ¼ 9, g ¼ 0.2, tf ¼ 30 ms, and tq ¼ 20 ms. With these
parameter values, the transition from no alternans to (electromechanically
concordant) alternans in a space-clamped model cell is predominantly driven
by instability of the Ca21 dynamics (33). This is most likely also the case in
the spatially extended two-dimensional (2D) sheets in our simulations.
Since the CV restitution curve of the Shiferaw-Fox model is very ﬂat
(decreases by ;5% with 16-fold decrease in DI), we have multiplied the
time constant of the slow inactivation variable of the sodium current (tj) by a
factor of ﬁve, as done for other models (e.g., Qu et al. (13)), to slow down
recovery from inactivation and incorporate CV restitution. The APD and the
CV restitution curves obtained in a one-dimensional (1D) cable are shown in
Fig. 1. For comparison, see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Qu et al. (13), in which discordant
alternans was investigated without structural barriers.
The model code is available as Supplementary Material.
Geometry
The model tissue was designed to mimic the experimental setup of Pastore
and Rosenbaum (7). Since those experiments were carried out with ‘‘frozen
heart’’ preparations (the myocardium under the mapping region is frozen
from the endocardium, leaving a 0.8-mm thin rim of viable epicardial tissue
(7)), we use a 2D sheet. The sheet size was set to 1.5 3 1.5 cm2, which
approximates the mapping region in Pastore and Rosenbaum (7). The sheet
was anisotropic, with the ﬁber direction parallel to the x axis. This was
achieved by setting the diffusion coefﬁcient in the x direction (Dx¼ 1.0 cm2/
s) equal to four times that in the y direction (Dy ¼ 0.25 cm2/s).
Sheets were normally paced from a small square of 0.06 3 0.06 cm2
centered on the bottom edge of the sheet. In some simulations (see the
section Effects of changing the stimulus site), sheets were paced from an
equally sized area centered on the left or the right edge of the sheet. In all
cases, the stimulus duration was 0.5 ms and the stimulus amplitude 150
pA/pF, corresponding to ;1.5 the diastolic threshold.
Ionic heterogenity
In several species, including dog (36) and guinea pig (37,38), the APD is
shorter at the apex than at the base. In canine hearts this gradient in APD
correlates with the densities of the transient outward potassium current (Ito)
and the slow delayed rectiﬁer current (IKs) being lower at the base than at the
apex (both by a factor of two) (36). In the model, ionic heterogeneity was
included by introducing a gradient in the horizontal direction in the maximal
conductances of Ito and IKs. These conductances were varied linearly from 2/
3 of their nominal values at the left edge of the sheet to 4/3 of their nominal
values at the right edge of the sheet to give a twofold variation across the
sheet. This variation results in a gradient of APD of 30 ms/cm at a basic
cycle length (BCL) of 340 ms, very similar to the values reported for guinea
pig (32 ms/cm at 400 ms (37) and ;30 ms/cm at 300 ms (38)).
Structural barrier
The structural barrier is modeled as a rectangular piece of inexcitable tissue
surrounded by no-ﬂux boundaries to mimic the well-deﬁned scar that was
obtained experimentally by burning the tissue with a laser (7). Because of
these no-ﬂux boundary conditions, the structural barrier does not function as
a current sink. The structural barrier measured 0.21 3 1.02 cm2 and was
placed in the middle of the sheet. The structural barrier is a macroscopic
obstacle in the sense that it is ;3 times the space constant in the direction
perpendicular to the barrier. As such, the structural barrier removes the
coupling between tissue on either side of it, i.e., it decouples different
regions of tissue.
FIGURE 1 APD (A) and CV (B) restitution curves in
the Shiferaw-Fox model. Data points were obtained from
the middle of 1.5-cm-long homogeneous cable, using a
dynamic (S1S1) restitution protocol.
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Numerical integration
The equations were solved using an operator splitting method (39) with
forward Euler integration of both operators. We used a ﬁxed time step for the
partial differential equation of Dtmax ¼ 0.025 ms, and an adaptive time step
for the ordinary differential equations varying between Dtmax/20 and Dtmax
using the criterion of Qu and Garﬁnkel (39). The space step was ﬁxed at
Dx ¼ 0.015 cm. No-ﬂux boundary conditions were used. The activation and
inactivation variables were computed from their analytic formula (40). To
increase computation speed, lookup tables were used for evaluation of the
voltage-dependent rate constants or steady-state values and time constants.
These tables were built with 0.1-mV increments in voltage; linear interpo-
lation was used to compute intermediate values.
Data analysis
APD was deﬁned as the time between the crossing of 80 mV on the
upstroke of the action potential and the crossing of 80 mV during repo-
larization. In the Shiferaw-Fox model, this corresponds to ;85% repolar-
ization. The local cycle length (CL) was deﬁned as the time between the
crossing of 80 mV on the upstroke of two successive action potentials. DI
was deﬁned as CL-APD. Dispersion of APD and CL was calculated as the
standard deviation of the spatial distributions. Alternans was said to be
present when the difference between two successive APDs exceeded 1 ms
anywhere in the sheet.
RESULTS
To separate the effects of the structural barrier from the
effects of the intrinsic ionic heterogeneity, we investigated
four different situations: ionically homogeneous tissue in the
absence of and in the presence of a structural barrier (see the
section Ionically homogeneous tissue, below), and ionically
heterogeneous tissue in the absence of and in the presence of
a structural barrier (see the section Ionically heterogeneous
tissue).
Ionically homogeneous tissue
In an ionically homogeneous sheet, the Shiferaw-Fox model
exhibits APD alternans when paced at a rapid BCL. This
occurs both in the presence and absence of a structural
barrier. An example is shown in Fig. 2 for BCL¼ 250 ms. In
the absence of a structural barrier, there is a gradient in APD,
even though the tissue is homogeneous (Fig. 2, A and B).
This nonuniformity of APD is partly due to differences in
electrotonic load (due to wavefront curvature and no-ﬂux
edge effects): e.g., APD is longer at the stimulus site (*)
where the load is large. This type of nonuniformity also oc-
curs in the absence of alternans (41–43). Indeed, the spatial
distribution of the action potential with the long duration
(APDi) is very similar to that during normal, nonalternating
rhythm at longer values of BCL.
During alternans, CV restitution effects also contribute to
the APD gradient as previously described (13,24). Suppose
the tissue at the stimulus site has a long APDi alternating
with a short APDi11. Then DIi (the DI after APDi) is short
and DIi11 long so that APDi 1 DIi ¼ APDi11 1 DIi11 ¼
BCL at the stimulus site. Due to CV restitution, the short DIi
causes a slower CVi11. The slowed conduction of the next
AP causes an increase in DIi far from the stimulus site, which
in turn increases APDi11 and CLi far from the stimulus. The
opposite situation occurs after the long DIi11. Thus gradients
in APD arise such that the long APDi decreases as the wave
propagates across the tissue and the short APDi11 increases,
thereby causing the alternans magnitude (DAPD ¼ APDi 
APDi11) to decrease away from the stimulus site (Fig. 2 C).
In the presence of a structural barrier these gradients in APD
are slightly enhanced (Fig. 2, E–G). In particular, APD is
increased behind each of the far corners of the barrier due
to an increase in the electrotonic load for the propagating
wavefront (43).
If the gradients in APD are steep enough and the tissue
sufﬁciently large, APDi11 becomes larger than APDi far
from the stimulus site and spatially discordant alternans
arises (13,24). Fig. 3 shows an example of discordant
alternans at BCL ¼ 280 ms. The ﬁgure shows APD proﬁles
of two successive action potentials parallel to and in close
proximity (0.45 mm) of the structural barrier (solid curves).
FIGURE 2 APD alternans in ioni-
cally homogeneous sheets without (A–
D) and with (E–H) a structural barrier.
(A–C) Spatial distribution of APD of
even beat (APDi; A) and odd beat
(APDi11; B) and difference between
successive beats (DAPD; C) in tissue
without a structural barrier. (D) Voltage
waveforms obtained from two different
locations (marked ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’) in the
sheet without a barrier. (E–H) Same as
for A–D but in tissue with a structural
barrier. A and E, B and F, and C and G
are pairwise on the same color scale.
Asterisks indicate stimulus site. BCL ¼
250 ms.
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At the distal end of the barrier, at a distance of ;1.25 cm
from the stimulus site, the APD proﬁles cross, showing the
existence of spatially discordant alternans. The discordance
arises in this case because the APD of the odd beat is longer
behind the structural barrier than it is in the absence of the
barrier (dashed curves; compare lower solid to lower dashed
curve) due to an increase in the electrotonic load. Whereas
the wavefront is approximately rectilinear when it propa-
gates along the structural barrier, it becomes convex behind
the barrier. Hence, we ﬁnd that APD is increased where the
wave is convex, in accordance with previous studies (44,45).
Fig. 3 thus shows a situation where discordant alternans is
induced by a source-sink mismatch that changes the
curvature and the APD of the propagating wave. The reason
discordant alternans occurs at this BCL of 280 ms and not at
the faster BCL of 250 ms (Fig. 2) is that due to APD
restitution, DAPD is smaller at the longer BCL (only a few
ms behind the structural barrier) so that a small increase in
the duration of the shorter APD is sufﬁcient to induce dis-
cordant alternans. In this case, discordant alternans does not
require intrinsic ionic heterogeneity to be present.
A summary of the types of dynamics occurring at different
values of BCL for homogeneous tissue with and without the
structural barrier is shown in Fig. 4. For BCL values of 300
ms and longer there is no alternans (i.e., DAPD , 1.0 ms)
with (solid symbols) or without (open symbols) the structural
barrier (Fig. 4 A). Without the structural barrier there is con-
cordant alternans at values of BCL between 290 ms and
250 ms (s), whereas there is 2:1 conduction block for BCL¼
240 ms (not shown). In contrast, in the presence of a struc-
tural barrier, there is discordant alternans (:) for values of
BCL of 290 ms and 280 ms, there is concordant alternans for
BCL values of 270 ms to 250 ms (d), whereas at 240 ms
there is 2:1 conduction block.
The spatial dispersion of APD (sAPD) tends to grow with
decreasing BCL and is slightly larger when the structural
FIGURE 3 Discordant alternans in homoge-
neous sheet with structural barrier. (A) Successive
APD proﬁles along the y axis (parallel to the
structural barrier) in a homogeneous sheet without
(dashed lines) or with a structural barrier (solid
lines). The proﬁles are taken at a distance of 0.6 cm
from the edge of the sheet, i.e., in the case of a
structural barrier, 0.45 mm from the edge of the
barrier. Thick line indicates the position of the
barrier. (B) Closeup of APD node in A. BCL ¼
280 ms.
FIGURE 4 Alternans magnitude and dispersion
in homogeneous sheets. (A) Maximum difference
in APD between two successive action potentials.
Inset shows magniﬁcation of onset of alternans.
(B) Dispersion of APD. Two values of sAPD are
shown at each BCL because the dispersion of the
even beats differs from that of the odd ones during
alternans (the short APs are in general more uni-
form). (C) Maximum difference in CL between two
successive action potentials. (D) Dispersion of CL.
The alternation in sCL is tiny and not visible on the
scale of the ﬁgure. Solid symbols indicate the pres-
ence of a structural barrier, and open symbols in-
dicate its absence. Triangles indicate discordant
alternans. ‘‘1SB’’ indicates presence of structural
barrier, ‘‘SB’’ indicates its absence.
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barrier is present (Fig. 4 B), as seen in Fig. 2. Likewise, the
maximum difference in CL of two successive beats (DCL;
Fig. 4 C) and the dispersion of CL (sCL; Fig. 4D) are slightly
increased by the presence of the barrier.
Ionically heterogeneous tissue
Given that cellular ion-channel expression is not uniform
throughout the myocardium, we sought to investigate the
effects of ionic heterogeneity on the dynamics of the tissue
both in the presence and in the absence of a structural barrier.
As our 2D sheet models the epicardium, where apex-base
gradients in several ionic currents cause a gradient in APD
(36–38), we included linear gradients in the conductances of
Ito and IKs parallel to the ﬁber direction and perpendicular to
the structural barrier (see Methods).
Concordant alternans
The spatial APD distribution at BCL ¼ 280 ms in the
presence of ionic heterogeneity but in the absence of a
structural barrier is shown in Fig. 5, A and B. Because Ito and
IKs are both repolarizing currents and because both are
decreased in the left side of the sheet but increased in the right
side, APD is longer toward the left side and shorter in the
right side of the sheet. The alternans is spatially concordant
with a fairly smooth and small DAPD (Fig. 5, C and D).
In the presence of the structural barrier, however, the
spatial heterogeneity of APD is increased for the long APD
(Fig. 5 E): it is much longer to the left of the barrier than to
the right of it, with steep gradients along the barrier edges.
This orientation of the APD gradient is quite similar to the
orientation seen without alternans in this model (i.e., at larger
values of BCL; not shown) and in a previous modeling study
using two distinct model cell types, one on either side of a
barrier (43). In contrast, the short APD is much more
homogeneous in the presence of the structural barrier (Fig. 5
F). These spatial APD distributions create steep gradients in
DAPD around the corners of the structural barrier (Fig. 5 G).
Discordant alternans
At the BCL shown in Fig. 5 (280 ms), the alternans is
concordant (Fig. 5, G and H). With faster pacing, discordant
alternans occurs in the presence of the structural barrier. Fig. 6
shows snapshots of the transmembrane potential during two
successive action potentials in an ionically heterogeneous
sheet with a structural barrier for BCL ¼ 240 ms. The upper
panels show depolarization and repolarization during the
action potential with the longer APD (APDi). At the time of
initiation of this action potential, the sheet is recovered
everywhere (10 ms panel). The depolarization wavefront
hence travels up the sheet equally fast on either side of the
barrier (50 ms panel) and after 90 ms the entire sheet is de-
polarized. After 150ms the region to the right of the structural
barrier has started to repolarize. This spatial difference in
repolarization persists, such that at 220ms, themodel tissue to
the right of the barrier has fully repolarized, whereas that to
the left has not. Thus, whereas the depolarization wave
traveled through the model tissue from the bottom to the top,
the repolarization wave propagated from right to left.
When the next action potential is initiated after 240 ms and
starts to propagate, the left-right gradient in repolarization
persists (250 ms panel). The delayed recovery and therefore
shorter diastolic interval on the left side of the barrier slows
down the depolarizing wavefront due to CV restitution (290
ms panel) and also causes repolarization to occur sooner in
that region due to APD restitution (330 and 390 ms panels).
Because repolarization takes place sooner to the left than to
the right of the barrier, this ﬁgure illustrates a reversal of the
gradient of repolarization between the two successive beats.
The resulting APD distributions are shown in Fig. 7, F and
G. APDi is much longer to the left of the structural barrier,
whereas APDi11 is shorter there and longer to the right of the
barrier. Therefore the alternans is spatially discordant with
the upper right part of the sheet alternating out of phase
with the rest of the sheet (Fig. 7, H and J). The slowdown
of the depolarization wavefront to the left of the barrier after
the shorter DI (Fig. 6, 290 ms panel) causes the local CL
FIGURE 5 Concordant APD alter-
nans in ionically heterogeneous sheets
without (upper row) and with (lower
row) a structural barrier. (A) Spatial
distribution of APDi. (B) Spatial distri-
bution of APDi11. (C) Spatial distribu-
tion of DAPD. (D) Voltage waveforms
obtained from two different locations
(marked ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’) in the sheets
without a barrier. (E–H) Same as for
A–D but in tissue with a structural bar-
rier. Color scales apply to both rows.
Asterisks indicate stimulus site. BCL ¼
280 ms.
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to vary in space, even though it is held constant at the pac-
ing site. Therefore spatial heterogeneity in DCL is induced
(Fig. 7 I).
All of these spatial heterogeneities are much reduced in
the absence of a structural barrier (Fig. 7, A–E). Hence,
without the structural barrier, the alternans is concordant
(Fig. 7, C and E).
Onset of alternans
Fig. 8 shows the different dynamics that occur in ionically
heterogeneous tissue when BCL is varied. For BCL of 320
ms and above there is no alternans; and for BCL of 230 and
shorter there is 2:1 conduction block. A comparison of Figs.
4 and 8 reveals that the range over which alternans occurs is
larger in sheets with ionic heterogeneity (240–310 ms; Fig.
8) than in sheets without (250–290 ms; Fig. 4), mainly
because of the prolongation of APD, which causes earlier
onset of alternans. In heterogeneous sheets without a struc-
tural barrier, the alternans is always concordant, whereas in
sheets with a barrier, there is discordant alternans for BCL
values of 240 ms and 250 ms (:; Fig. 8).
The pacing rate at which alternans ﬁrst occurs is the same
(310 ms) both in the presence and in the absence of the
structural barrier (Fig. 8 A). However, in our simulations we
distinguish alternans from nonalternans using a much
smaller criterion value (1 ms, see inset in Fig. 8 A) than
what is possible when analyzing experimental data. When
we instead deﬁne alternans as alternating APD differences
larger than 10 ms, the same criterion as used in analyzing the
experimental data (7) (Fig. 8 A, inset), there is an apparent
shift in the onset of alternans due to the presence of the
structural barrier (from 280 to 300 ms). This apparent shift in
the onset of alternans occurs because the alternans amplitude
increases more quickly as a function of BCL in sheets with a
structural barrier than in sheets without it (Fig. 8 A). This
effect is much larger in ionically heterogeneous sheets than
in homogeneous sheets (Fig. 8 A versus Fig. 4 A), as is the
FIGURE 6 Development of discor-
dant APD alternans in an ionically
heterogeneous sheet with a structural
barrier. Each panel shows a snapshot of
the transmembrane potential (in milli-
volts) in the sheet at the indicated time
(in milliseconds). BCL ¼ 240 ms.
FIGURE 7 Discordant APD alternans in ionically heterogeneous sheets without (upper row) and with (lower row) a structural barrier. (A–D) Spatial
distribution of APDi (A), APDi11 (B), DAPD (C), and DCL (D). (E) Voltage waveforms obtained from two different locations (marked ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’) in the
sheets without a barrier. (F–J) Same as for A–E but in tissue with a structural barrier. Color scales apply to both rows. Asterisks indicate stimulus site. BCL ¼
240 ms.
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barrier-induced difference in sAPD (Fig. 8 B versus Fig. 4 B),
in DCL (Fig. 8 C versus Fig. 4 C), and in sCL (Fig. 8 D
versus Fig. 4 D).
Restitution properties and mechanism of
discordant alternans
We now turn to an analysis of the mechanism of discordant
alternans in the ionically heterogeneous model tissue. The
ﬁnding of increased APD heterogeneity and the possibility of
inducing discordant alternans in heterogeneous sheets with a
structural barrier (Figs. 6 and 7) support the hypothesis that
the structural barrier decouples tissue which possesses in-
herently different ionic properties (7). However, to obtain dis-
cordance, APD heterogeneity is not sufﬁcient: the successive
APD proﬁles have to cross, forming a node. This is most
easily accomplished if the APD gradients reverse on alter-
nate beats. In sufﬁciently large ionically homogeneous tissue
this can be accomplished through CV restitution (13,24). In
our simulations of heterogeneous tissue with a structural
barrier, the APD gradients reverse because of steep APD
restitution to the left of the barrier so that APDi11 becomes
short there after the long APDi (Fig. 7, F and G). Note that
reversal of the APD gradients is not a sufﬁcient criterion for
discordant alternans: the gradients additionally have to be
steep enough to cross within the sheet. Thus, although the
APD gradients have reversed at BCL ¼ 280 ms in the pres-
ence of a structural barrier (Fig. 5, E and F), the gradients are
not sufﬁciently steep to cause discordance until BCL is
further reduced.
If discordance depends on intrinsic restitution properties,
why does discordant alternans not occur in the absence of
the structural barrier? To answer this question, we computed
and compared APD restitution curves at different locations
within the sheets, both in the presence of and in the absence
of the structural barrier. Since we pace at a constant rate in all
of our simulations, we use a dynamic (S1S1) APD restitution
protocol. Fig. 9, A–D shows restitution curves from three
different locations in heterogeneous sheets without (Fig. 9,
A and B) and with (Fig. 9, C and D) a structural barrier. At
the left edge (D) gto and gKs both equal 2/3 of their nominal
values, at the center (d) they both equal their nominal
values, and at the right edge (3) they both equal 4/3 of their
nominal values (note that no values were obtained from the
center of the sheet in the presence of a structural barrier (Fig.
9, C and D), as this is where the barrier is located).
The APD restitution curves vary signiﬁcantly depending
on the location in the ionically heterogeneous sheets, e.g.,
APD is smaller at the right side of the sheets where gto and
gKs are larger (Fig. 9, B and D). This variation is increased
in the presence of a structural barrier where APD differs
distinctly between the left and the right side of the barrier
(Fig. 9 C). Indeed, in this case, each side of the sheet acts
relatively independently of the other, as if the tissue were
composed of individual cables (Fig. 9, E and F). Thus, in
the absence of a structural barrier, electrotonic coupling
smoothes out the intrinsic heterogeneity in APD restitution
properties. The presence of a structural barrier, however,
reduces this coupling, resulting in large spatial dispersion of
APD. (Note that whereas the alternans magnitude in the
FIGURE 8 Alternans magnitude and dispersion
in heterogeneous sheets. (A) Maximum difference
in APD between two successive action potentials.
Inset shows magniﬁcation of onset of alternans
with dashed lines indicating detection criteria
of 1 ms and 10 ms. (B) Dispersion of APD. C:
Maximum difference in CL between two succes-
sive action potentials. (D) Dispersion of CL. Solid
symbols indicate the presence of a structural
barrier, and open symbols indicate its absence.
Triangles indicate spatially discordant alternans.
‘‘1SB’’ indicates presence of structural barrier,
‘‘SB’’ indicates its absence.
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presence of the structural barrier is similar to that in the
cables, the large shift (140 ms; from 180 ms to 320 ms) in the
CL at which alternans occurs in the different cables is not
seen in the sheets (20 ms with and 10 ms without the barrier).
This is because alternans occurring somewhere in the sheet
drives small magnitude alternans in other regions of the sheet.)
Figs. 6 and 7 showed how large alternations in APD to the
left of the structural barrier results in reversal of successive
APD gradients and the onset of discordant alternans. From
Fig. 9, A and C, we see that the alternans magnitude is much
larger in the left side of the sheet (because of the intrinsic
properties of the tissue there) when there is less coupling in
the presence of the structural barrier. Hence, discordant
alternans is facilitated in the presence of a structural barrier
because the barrier decouples tissue with intrinsically dif-
ferent restitution properties.
Effects of changing the stimulus site
All of the results described thus far in this manuscript come
from simulations where the sheets were paced from the mid-
dle of the bottom edge. To investigate whether qualitatively
similar dynamics occur in response to stimuli from different
sites within the sheets, we repeated the simulations in Fig. 8
while stimulating from different locations within the sheets.
When changing the location of the stimulus site from the
middle of the bottom edge to the middle of the left edge of
the heterogeneous sheet, qualitative changes of the dynamics
occur (Fig. 10). The range in BCL over which alternans
occurs is reduced, both with and without the barrier. This is
mainly due to 2:1 conduction block occurring at relatively
larger values of BCL. With the structural barrier, there is also
a change in the type of alternans: instead of being con-
cordant, the alternans is now discordant, even at the rela-
tively slow pacing rates.
When changing the stimulus site to the right edge of the
sheet, opposite changes in the dynamics occur (Fig. 10).
Now, 2:1 conduction block occurs only at faster pacing rates,
thus increasing the range in BCL over which alternans oc-
curs. There is no discordant alternans.
These changes in dynamics can be understood based on
the restitution curves in Fig. 9. First, 2:1 block occurs at
slower pacing rates in cables with ionic properties corre-
sponding to those in the left side of the sheet than in cables
with ionic properties corresponding to those in the right side,
FIGURE 9 Restitution properties of heteroge-
neous sheets (A–D) and homogeneous cables
(E and F). (A and B) Dynamic (S1S1) restitution
curves from locations at the left edge (D), in the
middle (d), and at the right edge (3) of a sheet
(inset shows locations from which APDs are
measured) without a structural barrier. (C and D)
Dynamic restitution curves from locations at the
left edge (D) and at the right edge (3) of a sheet
with a structural barrier. (E and F) Dynamic
restitution curves from middle of 1.5-cm homoge-
neous cables (inset shows locations from which
APDs are measured) with 2/3 (D), 1/1 (d), and 4/3
(3) of the nominal maximal conductance of Ito and
IKs, corresponding to the values at the left, center,
and right locations in the sheets.
FIGURE 10 Effect of changing the location of the stimulus site (*) on the
type of resulting dynamics. No alternans (e), concordant alternans (d),
discordant alternans (:), 2:1 block (3), and higher order block (1).
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which explains the prevalence of 2:1 conduction block in
sheets paced from the left compared to those stimulated from
the right. Second, when stimulating from the right edge,
alternans of relatively small amplitude occurs around the
stimulus site due to the intrinsic properties there. The alternans
grows in amplitude away from the stimulus site where the
intrinsic properties favor alternans more (Fig. 9). Thus, the
long AP becomes even longer away from the stimulus site,
whereas the short AP gets even shorter. This holds both with
and without the structural barrier. Hence, discordant alter-
nans does not occur in either case. In contrast, when stimu-
lating from the left edge, the alternans amplitude is relatively
large at the stimulus site but decreases across the sheet. With-
out the structural barrier, the left-to-right APD proﬁle is not
sufﬁciently steep to cause discordant alternans. However, with
the barrier, steep gradients in APD and DI arise around the
corners of the barrier, so that the alternans becomes discordant.
Because the structural barrier decouples tissue with
different electrophysiological properties to promote discor-
dant alternans, it is possible that with a positioning of the
structural barrier that is not orthogonal to the direction of
ionic heterogeneity, discordant alternans will not occur.
Indeed, we have found that simulations in heterogeneous
tissue with a structural barrier positioned parallel to the axis
of ionic heterogeneity show a greatly reduced APD hetero-
geneity (not shown, but see Fig. 3 of Sampson and Henriquez
(43)). However, discordant alternans can still occur when the
stimulus is delivered from the middle of the lower edge, due
to an increased path length for the propagating wave.
Effects of anisotropic conduction
All simulations in Figs. 1–10 have been carried out in aniso-
tropic sheets (i.e., sheets which exhibit preferential conduc-
tion one direction over another, as occurs in real cardiac
tissue) with Dx¼ 4Dy¼ 1 cm2/s. To investigate whether this
anisotropy contributes signiﬁcantly to the alternans dynam-
ics in the sheets, we also carried out simulations in isotropic
sheets with Dx¼Dy¼ 0.25 cm2/s in ionically heterogeneous
sheets. The lack of anisotropy does not change the resulting
dynamics signiﬁcantly: in fact, the transitions between the
different types of dynamics in our baseline anisotropic simu-
lations (Fig. 10, two leftmost columns) are shifted by a maxi-
mum of 10 ms when simulating isotropic tissue. However,
the effect of the barrier on DAPDmax is reduced when Dx ¼
Dy ¼ 0.25 cm2/s. This is likely due to the fact that the
coupling is reduced because of smaller overall diffusion in
the isotropic case, so that the decoupling effect of the barrier
is reduced. A similar effect has been observed for APD
gradients in a sheet without alternans (43).
DISCUSSION
Most people who die from sudden cardiac death show signs
of a prior myocardial infarct (46,47). In patients with struc-
tural heart disease (including patients with a prior myocardial
infarct), TWA, which is a speciﬁc marker of vulnerability
to ventricular tachyarrhythmias and sudden cardiac death
(17,19–23), occurs at slower pacing rates than in healthy
controls (14–18). Furthermore, discordant alternans has been
shown to be a substrate for ventricular arrhythmias (7,13). In
this work, we have demonstrated a causal mechanism of how
the presence of a structural barrier can result in discordant
alternans, helping to further connect these prior studies.
Discordant alternans in homogeneous tissue:
arrhythmogenic effects of source-sink mismatch
The mechanism of discordant alternans in homogeneous
tissue cannot be decoupling cells with different inherent
electrophysiological properties, as there is no intrinsic het-
erogeneity. Our simulations in homogeneous tissue demon-
strate how discordant alternans can arise in the presence of a
structural barrier due to a novel mechanism: a source-sink
mismatch resulting from an increase in electrotonic load
around the corners of the barrier. This mechanism occurs only
when the alternans magnitude is fairly small, which is the
case for a small window of pacing rates, slower than those for
which concordant alternans occurs.
Sudden increases in load due to a structural barrier may
also lead to reentry. This can occur, e.g., if a propagating
wave detaches from the barrier forming a spiral wave (48,49)
or if there is unidirectional block forming a pair (50) or a
single reentrant wave (51).
Role of ionic heterogeneity on the onset
of alternans
We found that in ionically heterogeneous tissue there is only
an apparent increase in the pacing CL required to induce
alternans in sheets with the structural barrier, compared to
sheets without it (Fig. 8 A). That the ‘‘real’’ onset (using a
deﬁnition of 1 ms) changed very little or not at all, implies
that the mechanism of the onset of alternans (i.e., the bifur-
cation) is the same in both cases. Indeed, alternans induced in
the left side of the sheet (due to the intrinsic properties there)
can drive concordant alternans throughout the sheet, but the
alternans amplitude will be larger with the structural barrier
present to decouple the tissue. That being said, there is likely
little physiological signiﬁcance to 1 ms alternans. Thus,
although that criterion is important for showing similarity in
the alternans onset mechanism (with and without a structural
barrier) that might not be observable experimentally, there
are obviously consistencies between the rate dependence of
alternans in the experiments (7) and our simulations (e.g.,
the increased slope of the CL versus alternans amplitude
relationship in the presence of the structural barrier). Im-
portantly, the increase in alternans amplitude in the presence
of the structural barrier may precondition the tissue for pro-
pagation block and reentry.
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Our simulations in ionically heterogeneous tissue repro-
duce the experimental ﬁnding of a reduced threshold for
discordant alternans in the presence of a structural barrier (7).
The discordance arises in our simulations when the barrier
decouples regions of tissue that possess different restitution
properties (Fig. 9). Spatial heterogeneity in restitution prop-
erties during alternans has been observed experimentally
(25). In our simulations using a dynamic (S1S1) restitution
protocol, the long and the short APDs during alternans nearly
form a single curve (Fig. 8, B, D, and F). In contrast, in a
recent study using the standard (S1S2) restitution protocol in
intact guinea pig hearts, the long and the short APDs fell on
two different curves. Thus, premature stimulation may in-
duce further (temporal) heterogeneity to promote discordant
alternans (25). Several other experimental studies have
suggested spatial heterogeneity (although not necessarily in
APD restitution) as a cause of discordant alternans (6–9,11).
In larger sheets of tissue where discordant alternans can oc-
cur without a structural barrier, ionic heterogeneity may also
facilitate discordant alternans (13).
In the presence of a structural barrier in the experiments of
Pastore and Rosenbaum (7), there was often a direct transi-
tion from no alternans to discordant alternans with faster
pacing. In our simulations in heterogeneous tissue we see no
alternans / concordant alternans / discordant alternans.
This difference may be due to the larger alternans amplitude
in our simulations: if the spatial gradients in APD and CL are
the same, then discordant alternans may occur for smaller
alternans amplitudes, but not for larger ones.
Depending on their location, some ectopic beats can in-
duce ventricular tachyarrhythmias (52). Similarly, our simu-
lations suggest that rapid pacing from some sites may be
more arrhythmogenic than from other sites (Fig. 10). In the
absence of ionic heterogeneity, much smaller differences are
seen when the location of the stimulus site is changed, sug-
gesting that the arrhythmogenic variability is a result of the
ionic heterogeneity rather than anisotropic conduction.
Dispersion of APD and CL
Dispersion of repolarization is a well-known substrate for
unidirectional block and development of ventricular tachy-
arrhythmias (1–5). Our simulations show that in homoge-
neous sheets, the structural barrier has only a small effect
(electrotonic changes) on the dispersion of APD and CL
(Fig. 4). In contrast, in ionically heterogeneous sheets, where
the structural barrier effectively decouples tissue with dif-
ferent intrinsic properties, there are much larger changes in
sAPD and sCL (Fig. 8). Also, in the presence of the structural
barrier in heterogeneous tissue, DAPDmax increases more
rapidly with increased pacing rate than without the structural
barrier, in a manner similar to the experimental results of
Pastore and Rosenbaum (7), even though in the experiments,
the alternans is presumably discordant rather than concor-
dant (7). Increased dispersion of repolarization during dis-
cordant alternans has also been observed in vivo during
reperfusion (53) and in a long-QT3 dog model (11).
Alternans in CL due to CV restitution has been demon-
strated as a mechanism for discordant alternans in simulated
homogeneous cardiac tissue (13,24). The potentially proar-
rhythmic effects of CL alternans have also been demon-
strated in the canine heart, where discordant CL alternans
occurred during rapid pacing before ventricular ﬁbrillation
(54). In our simulations, CL alternans occurs at the same, or a
slightly smaller, value of BCL as the value for which APD
alternans occurs. A similar observation was made in a previ-
ous modeling study when using a CV restitution curve simi-
lar to the one in our model (13). However, in that study CL
alternans was invariably associated with discordant APD
alternans (13), whereas this is not the case in our simulations,
presumably due to our smaller sheet size (1.5 3 1.5 cm2 vs.
6 3 6 cm2). Indeed, ﬂattening CV restitution by using the
default value for the time constant of the slow inactivation of
the sodium current does not change our main result qualita-
tively: discordant alternans still occurs during fast pacing in
ionically heterogeneous tissue with a structural barrier, but
not in the absence of the barrier.
Relation to infarct and ischemia
We have focused here on the role of a structural barrier on
the development of alternans because experiments have
shown a decreased threshold for discordant alternans in the
presence of a structural barrier. However, more factors are
likely to play a role in explaining why the onset of alternans
occurs at slower pacing rates in patients with a prior myo-
cardial infarct than in healthy control subjects. Such factors
include ionic remodeling of the postinfarcted myocardium
(18,55,56), and ionic remodeling of tissue in the epi- and
endocardial border zones (57,58).
In this study, we investigated alternans in nonischemic
simulated tissue, in which experiments have shown TWA to
be caused by cellular-level repolarization alternans (6). TWA
may also occur in the setting of regional ischemia due to a
distinctly different mechanism, namely 2:1 conduction block
in the ischemic zone (59–61). Recently, a simulation study
has shown that 2:1 conduction block during ischemia can
induce discordant repolarization alternans (61).
Implications for arrhythmogenesis in whole hearts
Previous modeling studies have used 2D sheets of sizes 6 3
6 cm2 to 8 3 8 cm2 (13,24,54) or 1D cables of lengths 3–8
cm (10,24) to demonstrate discordant alternans. In contrast,
the incorporation of ionic heterogeneity and a structural
barrier in our simulations allows for discordant alternans
to occur in much smaller pieces of tissue (1.5 3 1.5 cm2).
Discordant alternans has also been shown in the short direc-
tion of simulated three-dimensional tissue measuring 3.7 3
3.7 3 0.74 cm3 during regional ischemia (61); however
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this was due to 2:1 conduction block, as mentioned above.
Activation and repolarization of the ventricles occur primar-
ily across the ventricular wall rather than in the apex-base
direction (62–65). The thickness of the human left ventric-
ular wall is;1.2 cm, which is comparable to the 1.5 cm used
in our simulations. Our results thus suggest a mechanism by
which discordant alternans may occur through the ventric-
ular wall in vivo. However, our model was formulated to
mimic a thin rim of epicardial tissue with apex-base hetero-
geneity, which is quite different from transmural heteroge-
neity. Further experiments and simulations are necessary to
determine if discordant alternans may occur transmurally
within the ventricular wall in nonischemic tissue.
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